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History 

 

The English Section of the Faculty of Law of ASU was established in 2004. 

It was envisioned that the Section will provide a good legal education in English and 

Arabic for Egyptians and foreign students who know English and Arabic. 

 

sObjective 

 

The envisioned mission of the legal English Section is to provide the national and 

international legal market with qualified law graduates equipped with a high 

proficiency of legal English. 

The English Section graduates are expected to have the ability to: 

1-Establish themselves as professionals in the legal practice and judiciary via 

applying the acquired technical knowledge and intellectual skills. 

 

2- Pursue graduate studies and research in different fields of law in Egyptian and 

international academic institutions. 

 

The specific goals of the English section are:  

1- Developing/upgrading the academic courses to be consistent with modern legal 

curricula. 

2- Improving and developing the educational skills of the Faculty members. 

3- Attracting foreign students who are proficient in both Arabic and English to learn 

the use of legal English in Egyptian and Comparative law. 

 

Methods of Teachings 
 

The teaching in the English Section combines classical and modern methods 

of instruction such as: 

- Class lectures 

-Applied/comparative teaching: Case law study.  This enhances the student’s 

critical and analytical legal skills. 



-Supplying students with handouts and supplementary materials using the 

internet  

-Providing class rooms with audio-visual equipment. 

   

nConditions for admissio  

 

In order to be accepted in the English Section student must satisfy the 

following conditions:  

1- Obtaining the High school Certificate (Thanaweya Aamma), or its 

equivalent. 

    2-The maximum number of accepted students will be determined by the English   

    Section Board of Directors .The number of accepted students will be distributed as 

    follows ( from the three branches of the Egyptian High School Diploma): 

%50 from the liberal arts section 

%25 from the science section 

%25 from the Mathematics section 

In addition, a maximum of 70 students of the holders of recognized foreign 

certificates will be admitted if they earned their degree in English with  a general 

mention B and a minimum of %84 of the English Language Test in the High school 

certificate. 

 

The priority for admission will be granted to students depending on their total marks 

of both the Certificate of High School (Thanaweya Amma) and the English language 

Test. In case the total mark is the same, the student with higher grades in the English 

Language will be preferred. 

 

Transfers from other universities are accepted on condition that the application must 

be submitted during the legal duration. Transfers from inside ASU university or from 

other universities, from the English section to Arabic Section or vice versa  is 

absolutely prohibited. 
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